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 A recipe can be discovered through a number of means, including random drop effects, bookmarks, loot from content, or by
directly using the Recipes feature. Crafting stations will have recipes for most items, with each item requiring different amounts

of resources, often depending on the crafting type. Using a crafting station, players can craft items out of components and
resources, which are used to create and improve the items. After crafting, players can use the items to affect other players by
boosting, equipping, crafting, or even attacking them. The crafting process often takes time and requires resources. There are

many possible variations of a resource that can be used to create an item. The type of resource required to create a specific item
is known as its resource cost. For example, a recipe for a rare chest armor may have a resource cost of 9. After enough time has

passed and the resources are gathered, players can craft items using the crafting station, but they can only do so after the
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resources have been consumed. Contents Although most items are found in an item bank or merchant stock, crafting them
requires resources to be gathered. Therefore, crafting is limited to a time window before the resources for that item run out.
There are three components to most crafting stations: a crafting bench, a slot machine for gathering crafting materials, and a

crafting bench for crafting items. Various crafting stations, including a bench, an energy dispenser, and a crafting table. Crafting
Stations The various crafting stations in RuneScape consist of three components: a crafting bench, a slot machine for gathering

crafting materials, and a crafting bench. Crafting Benches Crafting benches are used to craft items using components and/or
resources. Crafting Benches require a variety of resources, and they can only craft one item at a time, one of which is usually

considered the best item that can be crafted with those resources at that time. A crafting bench can produce more than one type
of item, or it can be used as a crafting station for multiple items. A crafting bench can craft items with a different number of
steps, depending on the type. They require different amounts of Crafting Materials depending on the item being crafted. For

example, a crafting bench that requires 20 Crafting Materials to craft a single item would require 120 Crafting Materials to craft
10 items. Note that crafting benches are not needed to craft unique items, they are just required for crafting normal items. Some

crafting benches can be upgraded to 82157476af
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